FUNCTIONAL AND BEAUTIFUL
HANDMADE KITCHENS THAT
ARE AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE.

BE A U TI F U L LY
CRA FTE D
We make kitchens the right way, by hand. Combining traditional methods of
cabinet making and only the finest materials, our design-led approach helps
us to create functional and beautiful spaces that are as individual as you.
Chalkhouse was born out of a desire to offer discerning home owners a real
alternative to poor quality, uninspiring, off-the-shelf kitchens and furniture.
If you have ever pored longingly over the glossy images in home magazines but
been put off by the eye watering price tag, then we are the company for you.

Ceri & Graham
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WITH YOU EVERY S TEP OF THE WAY

TH E C HA L K H O U S E
D I F F E RE N C E
Each and every project we undertake is completely unique. Our collaborative
approach has evolved over many years in order to ensure we deliver the
absolute finest work for our clients. We’ll be at your side through the entire
process of making your dream kitchen space a reality.
We will help you plan and budget for your new kitchen thoroughly. We understand
that this can feel quite a daunting task; rest assured we can help put your mind
at ease and guide you through this process, simply and clearly. We will always
try to work with your budget, and provide the best solution possible for your
individual requirements.
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PERSONAL SERVICE

BRILLIANT DESIGN

EXQUISITE FINISH

Unlike some of the bigger kitchen suppliers, with
Chalkhouse you’ll get a truly personalised service.
Our small team of specialists will be on hand to guide
you through every step of your project.

Great design is at the heart of everything we do. Our lead
designer, Ceri, will work closely with you to design your
perfect kitchen. Her passion and creative eye will ensure
your new space is fully optimised for you and your family’s
lifestyle, right down to the smallest detail.

A combination of traditional, hands-on techniques
and state of the art equipment allow us to finish our
kitchens to a truly impeccable standard.
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UN I QU E LY
YOU RS
Our design-led approach helps us to create functional and beautiful handmade
kitchens that are as individual as you. Whether contemporary or classic, our
bespoke kitchens are based on clean simple lines, combining fresh ideas with
traditional craftsmanship.
We create stylish, space efficient solutions that will be a pleasure to work in
now and for many years to come. Every piece is made individually, with pride,
and delivered with an unsurpassed level of customer care from concept to
completion.
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ULLSWATER
The owner of this very stylish home had always dreamt of having an island in
her new kitchen but with space being limited, the solution was to add this cute
table with deep drawers that gives both extra worktop and storage, the perfect
spot for laying out buffets and drinks. The main kitchen in Farrow and Ball Lamp
Room Grey contrasts beautifully with the deep Hague Blue on the tall bank of
larder and fridge cabinets. Living brass handles with their natural patina add a
warm golden tone to the furniture, with the colour being picked up in the pretty
little wall lights set into the tongue and groove panelling behind the Esse range
cooker. Extra wide pan drawers either side of the cooker give ample storage for
pots and pans and crockery, fitted with internal shallow drawers for cutlery and
utensils. The antique brass Perrin and Rowe tap is in keeping with the style of
the kitchen but with the modern functionality of instant hot water for teas and
coffees. Style is everything in this beautiful kitchen, even the larder is dressed
to perfection.
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WESTRA
A large open plan extension was added to the back of this classic period property
and a striking black and white Shaker kitchen added the element of drama
needed for this couple who love entertaining. To avoid the tall bank of cabinets
and breakfront larder dominating the space they were painted in a soft white,
Little Greene Paint Company Shirting, the perfect contrast to the Farrow and
Ball Off Black used on the main kitchen and the dedicated bar area. Paired with
a crisp marble type quartz worktops, white ceramic Belfast sink and herringbone
grey washed oak ceramic tiles the room still feels light and spacious. The double
width larder features pull-out internal drawers for excellent food storage.
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CATHEDRAL
This very spacious family home in a leafy suburb near the centre of Cardiff
needed an updated family kitchen and utility room. By extending the property
out to the side the owners kept the beautiful Victorian bay french doors into the
garden and added light into the new kitchen with glazed ceiling panels and floor
to ceiling glass doors. With the space flooded with light the new kitchen offers
fantastic storage and workspace on both the main cooker run and the island
with seating. A utility room off the kitchen includes a feature open pantry and
additional cooking facilities for the owner’s mother to use. The kitchen features
both a breakfast cupboard and a large larder unit, a prep sink with hot tap and
a range cooker built into a newly created chimney.
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LLANBETHERY
This old farmhouse in a sleepy Vale village has been totally transformed with a
large extension to the rear of the property with full width bi-fold doors opening
onto the garden and views to the open countryside beyond. As the kitchen was
to be part of this new family living space with adjoining dining and lounging areas,
it was important to the owners that the kitchen looked more like furniture than
a kitchen, whilst still being a practical cooking space. By recessing the American
fridge freezer into an alcove formed in the adjoining utility area the tall larder
and fridge melt into the background whilst the feature glazed wall cabinets with
cute nickel latch fittings become a focal point. The large island has an open slatted
shelving unit at one end, a pretty view when coming into the room, and a small
casual seating area tucked out of the way by the full height glazed panels.
The adjoining utility room features matching furniture with open shelving for
pretty storage with the functional laundry appliances neatly hidden out of sight.
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PARK VIEW
This stunning new build property in the traditional heart of Penarth features a
classic Shaker kitchen with chimney mantle, chef’s choice range cooker, larder
and breakfast cupboard along with a luxuriously sized island with seating for all
the family. The deep blue paint was a bold choice but with floor to ceiling
bi-fold doors along the entire open plan space and a crisp white quartz worktop
the room still feels light and airy. Having a dedicated breakfast cupboard with
integrated coffee machine and a prep sink with hot tap alongside makes this the
perfect spot to prepare drinks for guests whilst keeping out of the way of the
cook. Full height larder, microwave oven housing and American fridge freezer
are all tucked on the side wall so as not to dominate the room whilst offering
plenty of space for the family shopping.
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HIGHFIELD
A sleek, glossy white kitchen had already been fitted in this traditional house
but when the new owner and her husband decided to add an extension, they
finally had the chance to have the simple, classic Shaker kitchen that they had
always wanted. This pared back style with soft off-white painted doors, solid oak
and marble-like quartz worktops, subway tiles, traditional Belfast sink and
an engineered oak floor works beautifully in the new family space alongside a
vintage wood table and bench seating in the dining area and large, comfy sofas
in the lounge area. A utility room in matching style completes the space.
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B O O K A N I N F O R MAL
CH AT W I T H C E R I T O DAY

029 20 233 308
Chalkhouse Kitchens Design Studio | 3 Bessemer Close | Cardiff | CF11 8DL
chalkhouse

chalkhouseinteriors

chalkhousekitchens.co.uk

@chalkhouseint

FIND US ON

CHALKHOUSEKITCHENS.CO.UK

